
Mathematics in Practice: Tentative Syllabus

1 Instructor Information
Instructor: Rebecca Lea Morris
Office: Nora Suppes 115
Email: rlmorris@stanford.edu
Office hours: By appointment. Please send me an email if you’d like to meet!

2 Course Information

Time and Location
Tuesdays 1:30 – 4:20 Gates 100

Required Texts
There are no required texts for this course. Links to articles will be made available on Canvas.

Pre-Requisites
There are no formal pre-requisites for this course. However, you should be familiar with mathe-
matical proofs. Previous experience with philosophy is desirable, but not essential. Please feel free
to email me if you have questions.

Course Description
What does “good” mathematics look like? Certainly, it should be correct, but mathematicians are
often far more demanding. For example, they want their work to be deep, explanatory, fitting or
even beautiful. This simple observation from mathematical practice raises philosophical questions:
What do these terms mean? Why is work that exhibits these properties valuable? Are there
design principles we can follow to help ensure our mathematics has these qualities? Throughout
this course we will explore these questions by seeing what mathematicians and philosophers have
had to say and by examining both modern and historical case studies.

Course Objectives
At the end of the course, students should be able to:

• Identify and describe a variety of ways in which a piece of mathematics may be judged as
“good”

• Describe different philosophical theories of e.g. beauty, understanding and explanation in
mathematics

• Evaluate philosophical theories of beauty, understanding and explanation against modern
and historical case studies

• Plan and undertake a substantial research project

• Communicate ideas clearly and precisely, both verbally and in writing
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3 Requirements

Reading and participation
Please read the assigned articles before class and be ready to discuss them together.

Project
As part of this course, you will work on a final project which will be broken up into a number of
assignments: (i) first paper draft; (ii) presentation; (iii) final paper draft.

First paper draft

One class will be devoted to peer review, during which time you can swap your first paper drafts
with other course members and give each other constructive feedback. I will also give you written
feedback on the first draft of your paper.

Presentation

One class will be devoted to presentations based on your project, so you can share your findings
and conclusions with the rest of the class.

Final paper

You will have the opportunity to revise the first draft of your paper after receiving feedback from
other course members and myself. The final version of your paper will be due at the end of the
regularly scheduled examination time for the course.

Evaluation and Grading Policy
Component Contribution to Final Grade
Participation 10 %
Project: First Draft 20 %
Project: Presentation 25 %
Project: Final Draft 45%

4 Course Policies

Late Assignments
Late assignments will be subject to a grade penalty.

Students with Documented Disabilities
Students who may need an academic accommodation based on the impact of a disability must
initiate the request with the Office of Accessible Education (OAE). Professional staff will evaluate
the request with required documentation, recommend reasonable accommodations, and prepare an
Accommodation Letter for faculty. Unless the student has a temporary disability, Accommodation
letters are issued for the entire academic year. Students should contact the OAE as soon as possible
since timely notice is needed to coordinate accommodations. The OAE is located at 563 Salvatierra
Walk (phone: 723-1066, URL: https://oae.stanford.edu/).
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5 Course Content

Tentative Outline of Topics
Week Topic
1 Introduction
2 Understanding
3 Explanation
4 Beauty
5 Diagrams (Yacin Hamami guest lecture)
6 Fit & Peer review
7 Depth
8 Fruitfulness
9 Student Presentations
10 Design Issues in Mathematics

Tentative Bibliography
Below is a list of potential articles we may read for each topic.

Introductory Material

John Dawson “Why do mathematicians reprove theorems?” Philosophia Mathematica Volume 14,
Issue 3, June 2006. Link

William Thurston “Proof and Progress in Mathematics”, Bulletin of the AMS, Volume 30, Number
2, April 1994. Link

Understanding

Jeremy Avigad, “Understanding Proofs” in Philosophy of Mathematical Practice edited by Paolo
Mancosu, Oxford 2008. Link

Explanation

Mark Steiner “Mathematical explanation” Philosophical Studies, Volume 34, Issue 2, August 1978.
Link

Keith Weber “Proofs that develop insight” For the Learning of Mathematics, Volume 30, Number
1, March 2010. Link

Mathematical Beauty

Gian-Carlo Rota, “The Phenomenology of Mathematical Beauty” Synthese Vol. 111, No. 2, Proof
and Progress in Mathematics (May, 1997). Link

Carlo Cellucci, “Mathematical Beauty, Understanding, and Discovery” Foundations of Science
November 2015, Volume 20, Issue 4. Link

Diagrams

Kent Manders, “The Euclidean Diagram” Chp 4 in Philosophy of Mathematical Practice edited by
Paolo Mancosu, Oxford 2008. Link

Fit

Manya Raman-Sundström Lars-Daniel Öhman, “Mathematical Fit: A Case Study” Philosophia
Mathematica, 2016. Link
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https://doi.org/10.1093/philmat/nkl009
http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/1994-30-02/S0273-0979-1994-00502-6/S0273-0979-1994-00502-6.pdf
https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/avigad/Papers/chapter12.pdf
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4319237
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20749436
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20117626
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10699-014-9378-7
https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199296453.003.0005
https://doi.org/10.1093/philmat/nkw015


Depth

John Stillwell “What Does ‘Depth’ Mean in Mathematics?” Philosophia Mathematica, Volume 23,
Issue 2, 1 June 2015. Link

Marc Lange “Depth and Explanation in Mathematics” Philosophia Mathematica, Volume 23, Issue
2, 1 June 2015. Link

Fruitfulness

Jamie Tappenden “Mathematical Concepts: Fruitfulness and Naturalness” Chp 10 in Philosophy
of Mathematical Practice edited by Paolo Mancosu, Oxford 2008. Link

Audrey Yap “Gauss’ quadratic reciprocity theorem and mathematical fruitfulness” Studies in His-
tory and Philosophy of Science 42, 2011. Link

Design Issues in Mathematics

Jeremy Avigad, “Modularity in mathematics” forthcoming in The Review of Symbolic Logic. Link

Jeremy Avigad, “Mathematics and language” Mathematics, Substance, and Surmise: Views on the
Meaning and Ontology of Mathematics, Springer, 2015. Link
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https://doi.org/10.1093/philmat/nku033
https://doi.org/10.1093/philmat/nku022
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~tappen/fruitfulness_and_naturalness.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0039368111000239
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/14222/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.07238.pdf
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